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ABSTRACT
Neutral impurity scattering is a relatively untouched subject because it is 
only significant at very low temperatures. W ith the development of a  new class 
of impurity band conduction devices that operate at cryogenic temperatures, 
it becomes necessary to describe the scattering in a  more realistic fashion.
We have calculated both elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons by 
substitional As in n-type Si, taking into account the anisotropy of the host 
band structure. Specifically, in regard to inelastic scattering, we calculated 
the differential and integrated cross sections for transitions from the ground 
state to the valley-orbit split states Fis and Fig. Intervalley scattering was 
also considered but was not found to be substantial within the first Bom 
approximation. The cross sections for excitation of the F15 state were found 
to be negligible. This result is probably due to the cancellation of potentially 
large terms by symmetry. However, the F%2 excitation is rather substantial.In 
contrast to scattering in free space, the incident and outgoing wavevectors are 
confined to  a  small cone, while the actual particle velocity can have a  broad 
angular span.
The formal theory of elastic scattering was extended to as required by 
the anisotropy of the conduction band. Potentials for the calculation were 
obtained by scaling the potentials of the hydrogen atom. We obtained a set of 
coupled difierential equations similar to those in electron-molecule scattering 
with axial symmetry. Due to the complication of the interplay between the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
anisotropy and the multivalley nature of the host, we have to neglect inter­
valley scattenng. It is found that for a specific outgoing direction, incidence 
along the longitudinal directions of the ellipsoidal valleys gives the maximum 
rate; whereas the transverse directions have the maximum scattering rates 
for any fixed incident directions. At low incident energies, the scattering is 
dominated by the singlet state with our choice of the exchange potentials.
XI
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CH APTER  1 
INTRO DUCTIO N
The idea of scattering is a very general concept, applicable in many 
branches of physics. In a pure crystal, the conduction electrons are subject to 
a periodic potential and their states are described by Bloch functions which 
have the periodicity of the lattice. These electrons can be seen as quasi- 
particles, labelled by a state vector k, with energy E  given by a  dispersion 
law
E  =  E(k). (1.1)
The effect of the periodic potential is indirectly built into jB(k), which is also 
called the band structure of the crystal. These electrons undergo no scattering; 
they move with constant group velocity
Vj =  ^VkE(k) (1.2)
and remain in the same Bloch states.
However, the pure crystal is only an idealization. The Bloch functions 
cease to describe the stationary states of the non-interacting system once 
there is any violation of the lattice periodicity. As a result the electrons make 
transitions from one Bloch state to another; a  process known as scattering.
The disturbances of the periodicity can be divided into two kinds. Static 
imperfections like vacancies, impurity atoms, dislocations, surfaces etc belong
to one group; those that are itinerant belong to another. The latter includes
1
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thermal vibrations of the lattice, described by quasi-particles called phonons; 
non-localized departures from magnetic ordering, described by magnons, exci­
tations in the electron band structure, described by excitons, plasmons,. . .  etc.
The scattering rate in a solid is not a  directly measurable quantity, how­
ever, but it is needed in the Boltzmann equation which is central in transport 
theories.^ The solution of the Boltzmann equation enables one to calculate 
various quantities like electrical resistivity, thermal conductivity and thermo­
electric power etc. which can be measured experimentally. In this way one 
can indirectly test the validity of a calculated scattering rate.
The present work is a  study of the scattering of electrons by neutral 
(substitutional) impurities. The significance lies in the fact that nearly all of 
the majority impurities in moderately-doped semiconductors are neutral for 
low temperatures and compensations. This mechanism is the most important 
scattering mechanism for electron energies between the thresholds of acoustic 
and optical phonon emission respectively (Fig. 1); and remains significant even 
for higher energies.^ The study finds application in a  new class of impurity 
band conduction (IBC) devices^"® which operate at cryogenic temperatures. 
Figure 2 shows the schematic of such devices; A photon is absorbed in the 
infrared-active layer and ionizes a neutral donor atom. The photoelectron 
drifts in the low field region until it enters the high field region and initiates 
successive impact ionization of the donor atoms. This generates an electron 
avalanche. It is apparent that the production of the electron avalanche is 
dependent upon the scattering mechanisms involved. The elastic and inelastic 
scattering rates are thus crucial in the understanding of the operation of these 
devices.
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The traditional discussion of scattering by neutral impurities in semi­
conductors has considered elastic scattering only, and is based on results 
for electron hydrogen scattering in free space. Early results of Massey and 
Moisewitch^ were adapted by Erginsoy® to neutral impurities. He included 
only a single partial wave and assumed an incorrect energy dependence of the 
phase shift(see Ref. 2). Anselm® and Sclax^° tried to allow for the forma­
tion of negative (H~) ions. The treatment of scattering by such systems was, 
however, inadequate because a short range interaction (a spherically symmet­
ric square well) was used. Subsequently, Mattis and Sinha^^ developed an 
adequate formal theory of elastic scattering in a  multivalley system but con­
sidered only a single pairtial wave. The existence of long range polarization 
interactions mahes the use of a single partial wave highly dubious.
Blagosklonskaya et al.^^’̂  ̂and McGill and Baron^^ used scattering phase 
shifts which included long range interactions and had the correct energy de­
pendence; as a result the drift mobility was found to increase as temperature 
decreases. Finally, Ref. 2 considers both elastic and inelastic processes using 
the best available results for atomic hydrogen, but does not consider a multi­
valley conduction band. However, in the case of a semiconductor with a many 
valley conduction band, additional inelastic channels are available which are 
not found in the ceise in which the conduction band has a single minimum. 
In the many valley situation, a  bound impurity state is associated with each 
valley. In the lowest approximation these states are degenerate, but interac­
tions not included in the simple hydrogenic model split the degeneracy. The 
ground state is a symmetric combination of the wavefunctions associated with 
the different valleys, and there are low lying excited states described by com-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
binations of single valley functions which have other symmetries. An incident 
electron in the conduction band can lose energy and scatter by exciting the 
bound donor electron to one of these excited states.
Prom this point of view, a donor atom in a  multivalley semiconductor 
is more analagous to an open shell atom such as oxygen in which there are 
low lying excited states associated with the ground configuration, than it is 
to hydrogen, where these states do not exist. Excitation of these valley-orbit 
split states provides an additional energy loss mechanism for an electron in 
the conduction band. For more details of the theory, the reader is referred to 
Refs. 15 and 16.
There are very few experiments involving neutral impurity scattering. 
The chief experimental difficulty is that it takes place on a background of 
other scattering mechanisms like phonon and ionized impurity scatterings. 
Nevertheless, Honig^^ and Maxwell and Honig^® demonstrated that at a tem­
perature of 0.4K, the neutral impurity scattering cross section was dependent 
on the degree of spin polarization. Subsequently, Blagosklonskaya et al.^^“ ^̂  
worked on both acceptors and donors in Ge in the temperature range 1.9-5.5K. 
They established the dependence of the relaxation time on temperature, which 
contradicted the Er^nsoy® result that the relaxation time should be temper­
ature independent.
The temperature range was then further extended to 6-lOOK by Nor­
ton et al.̂ ® on donors in Si. The mobility due to neutral impurity scattering 
was extracted from the aggregate with phonon and ionized impurity scatter­
ings. Again they showed that neutral impurity scattering was temperature 
dependent, and also pointed out the role of inelastic scattering at higher tem­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
peratures. The first analysis on hole mobility due to Hg (a divalent acceptor) 
in Ge was performed by Blakemore^° over the temperature range lO-lOOK. 
The scattering efficiencies in different temperature ranges were estimated.
In this work we study a substitutional As atom in n-type Si. The ex­
cess electron is bound weakly to the impurity atom so that its wavefunction 
extends over a  large portion of the lattice. These shallow impurity states 
have their wavefunctions and energy eigenvalues dominated by the periodic 
potential of the perfect crystal. The impurity potential acts as a small pertur­
bation. This assumption will be used th ro u ^o u t the formulations. For the 
host silicon, the conduction band has six equivalent valleys lying in the (100) 
axes. (Fig. 3) The minima are 82 to 85% from the Brillouin zone center.^^’̂  ̂ A 
low energy electron can be scattered from one valley to another. This process 
is called intervalley scattering. The constant energy surfaces in k  space are 
ellipsoids(Fig. 4) described by a longitudinal mass m t and a transverse mass 
TUf, with
7  =  m tjm t. (1.3)
In the case of silicon, 7  =  0.2079,^^ which shows the strong anisotropy. In 
our formulation of elastic scattering, we take into account of the anisotropy 
of the constant energy surfaces but neglect intervalley scattering as a first 
calculation. In the inelastic scattering formulation we will consider both in­
tervalley scattering and the anisotropy under the Bom approximation. The 
generalization of these formulations to other systems is straightforward.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: in chapter 2, we 
will discuss the impurity states and their construction through the solution 
of the effective mass equation. Inelastic scattering is described in chapter 3.








Fig. 3 Conduction band structures of Si, showing the valleys 
in the (100) directions.
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Fig. 4 Cross section of the Brillouin zone of Si, the ellipsoids 
axe about 85% from the center (Ref. 22).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The results are presented with comments on the new features not found in 
ordinary scattering in free space.
Chapter 4 is devoted to a  detailed study of elastic scattering. The theory 
is established on the most realistic footing possible at this time. The solution 
of the problem, however, has to appeal to large scale numerical calculations. 
Therefore we include a  section on computational procedures; which are crucial 
in obtaining reliable results within reasonable computational limitations.
This work is an attempt to treat the subject on a more solid foundation 
as compared with the past. It is hoped that our calculation will serve as a 
catalyst in the study of neutral impurity scattering. Chapter 5, therefore, 
suggests ideas for future works and improvements.
We conclude our work in chapter 6.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CH APTER 2 
IM PU R ITY  STATES
2.1 Introduction
The traditional model of a  group V impurity atom (such as As) in silicon 
is that of the hydrogen a to m / The excess electron of the donor is bound to 
the positively charged core of the ion with the potential
e2
KT
where « is the dielectric constant of the host. In silicon /c «  11.4 which gives 
an effective Bohr radius of about 30Â, which is much greater than O.SÂfor 
a free hydrogen atom. The use of this model has the obvious advantage of 
simplicity; furthermore, corresponding results can be obtained by scaling the 
hydrogen data.
The simplicity is also a weakness of this model. In general, the potential 
(2.1) is just an approximation; a short range central cell correction is neces­
sary.^^ This additional potential depends on the specific impurity atom and 
it affects the ground state wave function. However, the higher states are not 
strongly affected because of the limited range of the correction.
Also, as pointed out in chapter 1, in a multivalley semiconductor, valley- 
orbit interaction splits the degenerate ground states. The existence of these 
low lying states has no counterpart in hydrogen. Nevertheless, we still find 
the hydrogen model useful, as scattering from a single valley resembles much
11
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of that of electron-hydrogen scattering; a  guiding concept which we will use in 
the formulation of elastic scattering. For a  review of shallow impurity states 
the reader is referred to  Ref. 25; experimental data on the spectroscopy of 
the states can be found in Refs. 26 and 27.
2 .2  T he Effective M ass E q uation
The effective mass approximation was first introduced by Peierls, Wan- 
nier, and Adams and was clarified and used with great effectiveness by 
Kittel and Mitchell, and Luttinger and Kohn. The conduction band of 
silicon has six minima lying on the (100) axes. The dispersion relation for 
states k  close to the minimum at (0, 0, &o), taking the bottom of the conduc­
tion band to have zero energy, is given by
g (k )  =  + hi) +  7(i.- -  kof]; (2.2)
with 7  =  0.2079 as defined in (1.3). Similar relations hold for other minima. 
According to Kohn and Luttinger,^^ the impurity states are linear combina­
tions of functions of the form
^u(r) =  Ft;(r)^c(ko, r), u =  l,2 , . . . , 6, (2.3)
where V’c(ki,,r) is the conduction band wave function at the valley center k„, 
and F„(r) is the envelope function satisfying
_ /_a^ _ f _ _
2 m t  \ a z ^  )  k t
F„(r) = 0. (2.4)2m^ dz^
The ”z” axis lies along the direction of k», and k is the dielectric constant. 
We define the effective Bohr radius and the effective Rydberg by
=  0  (2.5)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and
13
Subsequent formulae are all expressed in this set of units.
For the ellipsoid whose longitudinal axis is along the positive z-axis, equa­
tion (2.4) reduces to
F(r) =  0. (2.7)
The effective mass equation has been solved by many authors with differ­
ent techniques. The variational method was used by Kittel and M itch e ll,an d  
Kohn and Luttinger using simple trial functions. More refined variational 
solutions were obtained by Faulkner, using ellipsoidal trial functions. To 
try  to improve the results, isotropic wavevector-dependent dielectric constants 
were used, but the effect is only marginal.
The most realistic solution was obtained by Chang et al.̂ ® These authors 
used a model hamiltonian which includes the central cell correction and they 
also take into account intervalley couplings. The calculated impurity levels 
are very accurate; unfortunately the wave functions in ellipsoidal coordinates 
are difiScult to adapt to scattering problems. Higher impurity states were 
obtained using the coupled differential equations method and the reduced 
matrix elements technique.^®
2.3 Calculation of the Impurity Wave Functions
In the case of elastic scattering, the spherical potentials were derived by 
averaging Bara’s wave functions over directions. However, in the case of 
inelastic scattering, we need matrix elements in closed forms. To facilitate this.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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we expand the envelope function F ( t )  in terms of Gaussian basis functions :
F{r) =  ^  (2.8)
ij
The choice of this form refers to the ellipsoid whose longitudinal axis is along
the z-axis. The set of exponents for a  is { 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 4.0, 20.0 }; and that
for 13 is { 0.3, 1.0, 4.0, 20.0, 100.0 }. Substituting (2.8) into (2.7), we get the 
usual generalized eigenvalue equation:
H C  =  ESC,  (2.9)






The column vector C contains the coefficients .4,y .Equation (2.9) was solved 
using a generalized eigenvalue routine from IMSL.'*° The ground state energy 
obtained -was 1.5675Ry* as compared with the actual value of 1.5685i2y* in 
Faulkner’s calculation.^®
Within the effective mass approximation, the conduction band wave func­
tion is expressed as in Ref. 33, viz.
V’c(k, r) =  r); (2.13)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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where k ,  is the position of the m in im u m  closest to k, and Uc is the cell periodic 
function. The product of two cell periodic functions is also periodic, so one 
can write
u*(k„,r)tic(k„/,r) =  (2.14)
S
where K , is a reciprocal lattice vector. We employ the standard approxi­
mation of effective mass theory, so that we keep only the Kg=0 term in the
evaluation of integrals containing products of u's.
The quantities (0) will be required. Values for silicon can be obtained 
from published band calculations.^^
The construction of the impurity wave functions is now straightforward. 
States of Fi (ground state, s-like), Fis (p-like) and F12 (d- like) symmetry are 
obtained by symmetrizing the ipv(j) in (2.3):
^  C(^V«(r), (2.15)
V
where F labels the representation. The coeflScients can be found in Ref. 
41.
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C H A P T E R  3 
IN E L A ST IC  SC A T T E R IN G  O F T H E  EL EC TR O N S
3.1 In tro d u c tio n
In last chapter we pointed out that because of vaJley-orbit interactions 
the degenerate ground states were split into three states of symmetry Fi, 
(non-degenerate), Fjs (triply degenerate) and F i2 (doubly degenerate) re­
spectively. The experimental values of the splitting between F i (ground state) 
and F i5 is 1.0582 Ry* (21.1meV) and that between Fi and F12 is 1.1284 Ry* 
(22.5meV).'*^ These low lying excited states are possible channels for inelastic 
scattering.
None of the earlier theories included inelastic scattering. Here, for the 
first time, we calculate the dfiferential and integrated cross sections using the 
first Bom approximation. The anisotropy in the band structure and interval­
ley scattering are included in the formulation.
3.2 T heory  for th e  Cross Sections
In inelastic scattering, the states of the scattering system are described by 
the states of two electrons; one in the defect system and one in the conduction 
band. The scattering rate for transitions between the states is given by Fermi’s 
Golden Rule:'^^
W i^ f  =  2% |(/|T |i)\H{Ef -  Ei -t- A) (3.1)
where |£) and |/ )  are the initial and final states respectively. E i ,E f  are the
16
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initial and final energies of the incident electron; A being the excitation energy 
of the target state and T  the transition operator.'*® The energy of the initial 
target state is tahen to be zero. The transition operator is here approximated 
as the interaction energy of the two electrons. We let
(/|T |i> »  M /.(k ,k '), (3.2)
where the matrix element M is given in the first Bom approximation by
M fi(k ,k ')  = j  ̂ }(l)^^(2)^^,-(l)vp,(2)d®rid®r2, (3.3)
in which is the initial (or final) bound state wavefunction and ^pi{}Pf)
is the corresponding wavefunction for the incident electron. Allowing for the 
possibility of intervalley scattering, we write
ipi =  V’c(k, r) =  , r), (3.4)
and
y /  =  V'c(k',r) =  e‘‘‘''''uc(k„j,r). (3.5)
The functions ‘tpi, “tpf are symmetrized according to (2.15), with i and /  now 
referring to representations F, F'. Substituting (3.4), (3.5), V’i and ipj into 
(3.3), we have
M fi(k ,k ')  = ' ^ C P C ^ J   ̂ I  !  dVid®r2F„(ri)F„/(ri)
J J
X < (k ,, , n  )Ue(k„, n  )e '(k .-k ..)r. 2
ki - r z l
xe'<'‘- ‘‘'> " < ( k .„ r j ) a , ( k , . , r 2) (3.6)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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♦t«/ J J
X  e '( ^ «  - k « ' )  n  ^  - i ( k - k ' )  T 2  / o  7 \
I r i - r z l "  •
The quantities etc. were defined in (2.14). The T2 integration is then
effected by representing
With
F„(r) =  ^  (3.9)
i




X ^  A i A j  J J  ( — 'j exp(-Q |/4Pjk),




Pi =  O.ÎV +  ajv',P2 =  hv +  hj„>,Pz =  c,„ +  Cjv, (3.11)
Qi — (k 4- kg — k ' — k„»)i, etc. (3.12)
The cross section for the transition from state i to state /  is given by
O’/» =  ~ r  ^  l-^f»(k, k')|^^(P^ — E i +  A), (3.13)
•'* k'
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where
f i  — l^q-®'(*l)lq=k) (3.14)
is the incident flux, and A is the exdtation energy.
The differential cross section, which is obtained from (3.13), is not di­
rectly observable, as pointed out in chapter 1. It is to be used in calculations 
of transport properties which can be compared with experimental data. How­
ever, such calculations are beyond the scope of the present work. Here we 
will discuss the excitation cross sections by themselves. The anisotropy of 
the band structure, which implies that the group velocity is not parallel to 
the wavevector, leads to significant differences with respect to  electron-atom 
scatterings in free space. One of these is that the cross section has a differ­
ent angular dependence according to whether it is considered as a  function 
of wavevector or velocity. The (reciprocal) velocity factor in equation (3.14) 
suggests that it will be interesting to consider the cross section as a function 
of the velocity of the incident electron (rather than its wavevector).
We begin by replacing the sum over the final states k ' with an integral 
in (3.13):
<’fi = J  k ')P «(%  -  Ei +  A). (3.15)
Define the velocity
q =  Vk£!(k). (3.16)
We transform (3.15) as
^  J  d^q\MMK -  Ei +  A)| J | ,  (3.17)
where
=  è ,
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is the Jacobian of the transformation. The relation imposed by the delta 
function can be expressed as
E (k ')-£ ? (k )  +  A =  0,
^»2)z d" T»2ÿ(^ ^»2)y T»2z(^ ^«2)2
~[7»ix(k — k v j j  +  7viy(k — k„Jy  +  7nz(k  — k„^)^] +  A =  0. (3.19)
Here k„j is the valley closest to incident k  and kt,j is that closest to k% and 
7r,y,z =  7  or 1 depending on which valley is longitudinal in valleys v\ or ug. 
Equation (3.19) can be put in terms of the outgoing particle velocity:
Q (,, e A )  = (  _  B(k) +  A =  0,
\  47r,z 47^23, 47v2z /
(3.20)
where
q =  q(g, ^)-
The differential cross section can now be obtained by doing the radial integral 
over q:
dofi _  1 ^
fz/v I Z  lAn /AnI  )l ) (3-21)
where is such that Q(gv2,^5^) =  0 for given 6 and <}>. Equation (3.21) 
is different from the usual formula for the differential cross section, due to 
the existence of equivalent minima and the anisotropy of the constant E(k) 
surfaces in the conduction band.
We •will now consider the integrated cross section <T,„t which describes 
the scattering as averaged over initial states and summed over final states.
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The anisotropy of the band structure implies that we can construct different 
functions <7int according to whether is to be considered as a  function of 
the energy of the incident electron, the magnitude of its velocity, or the mag­
nitude of the initial wavevector. The integrated cross section is particularly 
interesting because it gives immediately an estimate of the overall intensity 
and importance of the scattering. We think it is most convenient to consider 
this quantity as a function of incident energy. In order to calculate this quan­
tity, we return to equation (3.15), which has to be averaged over directions of 
incidence. This implies a sum over six different ellipsoids to which the incident 
wavevector may be referred.
Since we want the cross section as a  function of incident energy, it is 
convenient to introduce a set of coordinates, associated with each minimuTn
^vj — y/'Yvji,^] j  “  1? 2, 3 (3.22a)
such that
Ei = s i  (3.226)
When the final integral is set up, we must take note of the fact that the 
incident velocity is a function of angle for fixed energy in the coordinate system 
we are using. We find that for the incident energies of interest in practical 
applications, intervalley scattering of the incident electron can be ignored. 
Our final result for <7,nt is;
“ s i ^  I t  I  »')F- (3-23)
Here
H  =  Ei -  A, 7  =  'fvz^vyjvz (3.24)
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and the angular integrals refer to a unit sphere in the coordinate system 
defined by equation (3.22a). In the numerical calculation, these integrals 
were done using a  degree 14 spherical quadrature.^^
3.3 Results and Discussions
We have calculated the differential cross sections for both the Fxs and 
r i 2 excited states. The transition matrix for Fis is almost zero under the 
approximations used. To see this we note that the Coulomb interaction U =  
prefers small changes in wavevectors. With the notation of (2.3),
~  1 ^  J d3re'(k«,-k.+Ak).rjr(r)T;,,(p), (3.25)
where Ak is the change in wavevector. For v ^  v', because the are smooth 
and |kt,' — k„| is large, the rapidly varying exponential does the majority 
cancellation. That is,
{i’v \U \M  «  0 (3.26)
for V ^  v'. This is also true of the F12 transition. So the substantial matrix 
elements are of the type
W.IPIV'.) ~  1̂ / ( 3 . 2 7 )  
In the F15 transition, we have the term
(3.28)
which cancels exactly because of inversion symmetry. This leaves us with the 
negligibly small cross terms.
In the F i2 transition, we deal with terms
{^i\U\^i) + -  {rp3]U\^s) -  (^4 |W 4 ). (3.29)
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But and (V’slĈ IV’s) are different types of integrals, therefore there
is no cancellation and we obtain appreciable results for the F i2 transition.
Whether this property will persist in full coupled calculations with ex­
change is unclear; but the Fis excitation is certainly negligible here as the 
cross sections are typically 8 orders of magnitude smaller than those for F12. 
So we shall only discuss F12 results.
In general the differential cross section depends on four angles (the direc­
tions of the incident and outgoing velocities). The incident state has definite k 
but the outgoing wave has been specified by the velocity, which is not parallel 
to the wavevector, as mentioned in §3.2.
Some illustrative results for the differential cross section are shown below 
in Figs. 5, 6 , and 7. It should be noted that k~ is chosen as the z-axis in these 
graphs; and that the incident direction (labelled by 0,- and ^,) is that of the 
wavevector, while the outgoing direction (labelled hy 9f  and <j>j)ls that of the 
velocity. The Brillouin zone center is taken as the origin.
Fig. 5 shows the differential cross section for the excitation of the F12 
valley orbit split state as a function of the incident direction. The curves are 
labelled by the incident energy. As the curves do not cross, it shows that the 
rates are always greatest for the greatest incident energy at a fixed incident 
angle 0,-. Because the peaks retreat towards the smaller incident angles for the 
higher energies, we see that scattering favors small incident angles. This is 
further supported by the fact that the longer tails are associated with smaller 
6i. However, it is interesting to see that the maximum does not peak at 
9i =  0“.
This can be explained by the fact that in (3.21), the incident flux /,• is














































3 Fîg. 5 Differential cross section as a function of incident angle 0,-. 
The curves are labelled by incident energies (Ry*),
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smallest for 0,- =  0°. However, to maximize the differential cross section one 
needs a small |Ak| in the matrix element.(eqn 3.10) In Fig. 5, the outgoing 
wavevector is directed along the +z-axis; and it is apparent that the smallest 
]Ak| would correspond to the incident wavevector k  making a  few degrees 
with the z-axis. (Note that k ' and k  lie on concentric but different ellipsoids.) 
The combined effect of small incident flux and small wavevector change thus 
sets the peak at about 1.8°.
Another feature we observe is the narrow incident cone for the wavevec­
tor. The opening angle of this cone for the incident wavevector is approxi­
mately given by
tan0 w-/E/fco, (3.30)
where E  is the incident energy measured from the bottom of the conduction 
band, and ko is the distance from the center of the zone to a  mim'mnm. Note 
that ko is rather large (30.037o^^) as compared with -^E  «  y/2Ry*^.
Intervalley scattering is permitted in our calculations, but is not found 
to be important, because a large change in wavevector would be required, and 
the matrix elements of the potential become small in this situation. Thus, the 
band electron enters and leaves in the same valley.
The results are different when the scattering is described in terms of the 
velocity. In this view, the velocities are not confined to a small cone; rather 
the cross sections peak for fairly large angles.
In Fig. 6 the curves are again labelled by incident energies. They are 
plotted at 9j =  1.8° which gives substantial scattering rates(Fig. 5). Here for 
9f > 50° the curves begin to cross. Now that the higher energy particles are 
concentrated in the cone at about 40° — 55° while the large angles for 6/ are
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Fig. 6 Differential cross section as a function of outgoing velocity 
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Fig. 7 Differential cross section as a function of outgoing velocity 
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dorminated by low energy electrons.
In Fig. 7 we view the scattering from planes other than that of the in­
cident wavevector only. The incident energy is fixed a t 2Ry*. In this figure, 
we see that the broadest angular span is for <}> =  45° The scattering rates 
are rather constant in the plane perpendicular to the plane of incidence; for 
6f  between 0° and 40°. In general, the directions coplanar with the inci­
dent wavevector have the largest rates except when 6f reaches about 65° the 
directions in the perpendicular plane win.
Figure 8 shows the integrated cross section for the Fiz state as a  func­
tion of incident energy. The curve shows the characteristic energy dependence 
expected in the Bom approximation for low energies, namely, y/E  — A. Note 
that the ionization energy of a  real As impurity in silicon (53.7 meV) corre­
sponds to 2.84Ry*, which is rather far from the maximum of the integrated 
cross section.
To sum up, the results are consequencies of small wavevector change and 
small incident flux.
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C H A PTER 4  
ELASTIC SCATTERING OF THE ELECTRONS
4.1 Introduction
Iq this chapter we study the elastic scattering of electrons by the impurity. 
Specifically, we take into account polarization and exchange; and employ the 
hydrogen model whose potentials we scale according to the anisotropy. Many 
authors have calculated the elastic scattering rates since Erginsoy^’®"̂ ® by 
scaling the cross sections of electron-hydrogen scattering; in particular, Ref. 
11 considers intervalley scattering but the work was limited to the use of a 
spherical effective mass and the authors assumed a simple energy dependence 
of the phase shifts.
Here we try to handle the anisotropy correctly. The formulation is similar 
to that of electron-molecule scattering. Good references on this subject can be 
found in works like Bransden,^® Shimamura and Takayanagi'*® and Burke and 
West.^^ Our derivation follows that of Ref. 46, chapter 1 §5.3, which describes 
the scattering as a  multichannel process in terms of the S matrix. However, 
we will obtain the S  matrix via the K  matrix; this procedure enables us to 
solve the system of differential equations with real boundary conditions.
The consideration of the anisotropy together with intervalley scattering 
presents special difficulties. As a first approximation we have to neglect inter­
valley contributions. That this is a  reasonable approximation can be seen as 
follows:
30
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The coupling which would transfer the incident electron &om one mini­
mum to another is given by the matrix element
(k ,.|F |k„), (4.1)
where V  is the scattering potential and |k„), |k»/) are the conduction band 
states associated with the band minima, located at k*,, k»» respectively. We 
have
(k ,, |y |k ,)  = J  r)y (r)u c(k .,r)d » r (4.2)
» g „ / ( 0 ) V ( k , - k ^ )  (4.3)
by (2.13) and (2.14). Here
V(q) = J  e ^ 'y ( r )< f r  (4.4)
is the Fourier transform of the scattering potential. For intervalley scattering, 
kp — k„» is a large wavevector; which means that (4.3) is substantial only for 
small values of r. For a screened Coulomb potential (this is roughly
appropiate since the impurity is neutral)
V ( K  -  k„0 oc
the smallest value of k„ — k̂ » is an appreciable fraction of a reciprocal lattice 
vector. The polarization and exchange potentials are relatively unimportant 
at small r.
In fact, the scattering potential has a range of the order of Og a, where 
a is the lattice spacing and Og was given in (2.5). Hence, as it is standard in 
effective mass theory, intervalley matrix elements of the scattering potential
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are neglected as long as Og o. This condition is rather well satisfied. Thus, 
in our picture, the scattering occurs in each valley independent of one another.
4.2 T h eo ry  o f  E lastic  S ca tte rin g
(A ) T h e  E quations for th e  S ca tte rin g
It was mentioned in chapter 1 that in a solid, the electron states are de­
scribed by Bloch functions. However, these functions are generally unknown: 
to describe the scattering process we take up the quasi-partide picture. This 
allows us to formulate the scattering in terms of the envelope functions men­
tioned in (2.4), which are the wavefunctions of the quasi-particles.
Exchange is a  complication in the formulation. If it is treated exactly, 
the corresponding potential is a non-local integral operator. However, we 
endeavour to replace it with a local potential, which simplifies the solution to 
the solution of a  set of coupled differential equations.
We solve the effective mass equation (2.7) again with V(r) replacing —2 /r 
for scattering states, that is, E  > 0:
F(r) =  £ F (r), (4.6)
where V(r) is the scattering potential; the choice of which is deferred to 
§4.2(B). We make the following transformation of coordinates:
r ' =  ( r ,y ,z /\A ) , (4.7)
and (4.6) is reduced to
[_V'2 +  y (r ')]  E (r ')  =  E E (r'). (4.8)
The corresponding transformation of (4.7) in k  space is that of new coor­
dinates s (instead of k) centered at the valley m in im u m  such that the surfaces
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of constant energy are spherical in s space. Such transformations have been 
used by Herring and Vogt,'*® Kwong et al.*®
The scattering potential V(r), which was originally isotropic, now be­
comes anisotropic in r '.  For convenience, we rename r ' as r. Subsequent 
formulae are all expressed in this new coordinate system, unless otherwise is 
stated. To solve (4.8) we expand
V{r) = J2Vt(r)Peicose)
where
2£ -t- 1Vf(r) = —~— J  dxPe{x)V{r,x =  cos g); (4.10)
because V(r) has z-axis symmetry. We also write
Im
Here, because of axial symmetry, m is a  conserved quantity which labels a 
state.
Denote
l^m) =  y<m(r), (4.12)
and substitute (4.11) into (4.8); projecting out the radial equation by inte­
grating over the solid angle, we obtain
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with
( tm \V \fm ) = 53 J  a)%(f)%.(r%^(r)%(r) (4.14)
and
E  = s^. (4.15)
We write
{lm\V\em)  =  Y ,  C ^^\im ,em )V^{r),  (4.16)
A
where
J  < (% (r )y X .( r )y ) ,.( f ) .  (4.17)
The integral over the solid angle can be expressed in terms of 3-j symbols, 
and we have
C^^\em,£'m)  =  ( - 1) '"V (2£ +  1)(2£' +  1)
!  : ) ( :  5  : )  » ■ «
The set of equations (4.13) is similar to that obtained in electron-molecule
scattering.
It is well known that for a  system of N  second order differential equations, 
one needs to specify 2N  arbitary constants for the solution. By requiring the 
solution to be regular at the origin, we can determine N  of the constants. 
The remaining N  constants constitute N  independent solutions to the set. 
We label the i  th  component of the th  independent solution as
/ £ ’ (4M )
for a fixed m. is also called a channel wavefunction having incident wave
with angular momentum £q and outgoing wave with angular momentum £.
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r(n»)/fuo v') required to satisfied the boundary condition:
& 0 - )  — * {<̂«0 exp ^-i -  y  j  j -  exp ĵ i Çsr -  y ^ j  (4.20)
as r  — > oo. Here is the Kronecker delta and is an element of the S 
matrix.
The incident wave with wavevector sp is expanded as
=  4» t'« i/.(« r)y i;„ (f)r,.„ (S o). (4.21)
tom
As r — * oo,





Comparing (4.22) and (4.20) we see that the multiplicative constant in (4.20) 
is
27ri'“+V-s- (4.23)
This determines the asymptotic form of the channel wavefunction completely. 
Thus we can write
f w  =  ^  E  E  > 'v £ ’( r ) n ; .( f ) n „ ( s )  (4.24)
m t to
gt5r
=  e’̂ -*̂  +  ÿ(so,f)— , (4.25)
where g is the scattering amplitude.
To determine g we choose s =  Sq in (4.24) and solve for g-.
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m t /o
- 4 r  i‘> (4.26)
, srtom
where we have used (4.21) and |so| =  |s| for elastic scattering. The spherical 
Bessel function in (4.21) is replaced with its asymptotic expression. Writing 
the cosine in exponential form we get
m t to '
[ e - <— -  e '('^ -T )] l]% ,(r)]^ ^ (so ); (4.27)
or
j(s„ , =  (4.28)
m/£o
The S matrix contains all the information describing the scattering.
(B) T he  Choice of th e  P o ten tia ls  
In this sub-section, we note that r  represents a position vector in the 
original laboratory frame. The potential V(r) for the scattering is obtained 
chiefly by scaling the hydrogen atom potentials. To begin we first average 
Bara’s wavefunction^® for the impurity ground state over directions:
■F’ar(r) =  0.6075 jT dO singg-i.4022rvn-i.8soi coŝ  e (4.29)
The integral is done by substituting cos# with x  and subsequently evaluated 
with a  64-point Legendre quadrature.^®
l^c(r) is fitted to the form e~“’' over the interval 0 to 5. We obtained 
a fa 1.598 and we take a  =  1.6 in our calculations.
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The static potential, K (r), is then given by
F,(r) =  -2 a e -2 “’- +  ^ )  • (4.30)
The polarization potential Vp{r) is taken from Bransden®^ and scaled accord­
ing to
W  =  (4.31)
where
w{r) =  1 -  e ( l  +  2r +  2r^ +  |r®  +  jr'*  +  ^ ^ r^ )  . (4.32)
For the exchange potential, we find it best to  neglect it for the singlet 
state. This is seen by removing the anisotropy and compare the calculated 
phase shifts with standard electron-hydrogen results.®^ It shows that the re­
sults are especially close at low incident energies. As for the triplet state, we 
choose Hara’s exchange potential:®^




1 1 — 77̂
Tj =  K/kp;
\  +  Tj




kp — [3îr^p(r)]^/®, = k^ + kp. (4.33d)
In (4.33d), k^ is the incident electron energy and p is the charge density of 
the bound electron.
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Again we tested the validity of this potential with the results in Ref.51; 
and obtained good agreements in the phase shifts especially at low energies.
(C ) T he C ross Sections in L ab o ra to ry  Fram e 
The transformation (4.7) brings the scattering to a frame S  which re­
moves the anisotropy in the kinetic energy. To obtain quantities of physical 
interest, we return to the laboratory frame. To do this we note that
So • r ' =  (ko -  k„) • r, (4.34)
where k» is the valley center to which the incident wavevector is referred.
Here r ' refers to the S  frame and r  refers to the laboratory frame. In addition
we put
|r'| =  r # )  (4.35)
where
and let
q{0) =  [1 +  (1 /t  — 1) cos^ (4.36)
flr(so,f') =  p(ko -  k„,f). (4.37)
The asymptotic form of the envelope function becomes
. . .  . V g:arg(*)
P (r)  =  '  + X ko -  (4.38.)
and the wavefunction for the scattered electron is then
^(r) =  F(r)V»c(kr, r). (4.386)
(4.38c) implies that we now measure all wavevectors with respect to the valley 
minimum.
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The number of particles, dn, scattered into an element of solid angle in 
the direction of r  per unit time is found from the current vector j:
d n = l - d s  (4.39)
in which
ds =  rrdSl, (4.40)
dÇL being an element of the solid angle. The anisotropy of the kinetic energy 
leads to an expression for the current vector which is somewhat different from 
conventional form. In rectangular coordinates,
j "  è l ’*’" [* ( s  “  ^
- c .c . j ,  (4.41)
where c.c. stands for complex conjugate. We require only the asymptotic 
form of the current, that is, the part proportional to r~^, because terms 
involving higher negative powers make contribution to the flux which vanishes 
as r  — >■ oo. The term we need is found by differentiating the coefficient of p 
in (4.38) only. A short calculation, most easily performed in the S  rectangular 
coordinate system yields
j «  s|p(ko -  k„, f)p -3^ ^ .  (4.42)
The differential cross section is now given by
—  =  dnivi, (4.43)
_  s |p (k o -k „ ,f )p (4.44)
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Note that Vi depends on the direction of incidence.
The factor q~^ and the eingular dependence of r*, are results of the 
anisotropy of the band structure. In the limit of spherical constant energy 
surfaces, 7 = 1, thus q = \  and n, =  s; so that one obtains the usual formula 
dcx/dO, =  |pp. In this limit, p  is the ordinary scattering amplitude.
To find the integrated cross section, we integrate (4.44) over all the out­
going directions and average over all the incident directions. The sum over all 
the incident directions is just 4%. The integral over the outgoing directions 
can be done by going back to the S frame. Thus





from (4.28); and ko is the incident wavevector direction, relative to the valley 
minimum.
The integration now simplifies to
CM = |B ,„|=y,:„(l„(k„))rta(so(fio)), (4.47)
where Ei is the incident energy. Using the relations
Sx = kx, Sy = ky, and Sz =  -yk- (4.48)
we can again transform the integral over Q to the S  frame. It gives
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/* sec^d
(1 +  7tan^ dy/^y/'Y +  tan  ̂6
(4.49)
tm
The angles now refer to those of sq. After performing the integration over the 
azimuthal angle, we get
= 'h r  E
X  r —  s e c < 9 f P r ( c ^ 9 ) l ^
Vo (1 +  7 tan 0)3/2 \ / 7  +  t a n ^
and it finally yields
£m
(4.51) is done numerically using a  21-point Legendre quadrature.®® We tested 
the convergence of this integration by using a 42-point formula,®® the cross 
sections are identical to seven significant figures.
4.3 C om putational P rocedures
(A ) Solution o f th e  Set o f Coupled E quations
We now return to the solution of (4.13). We need the solution in the 
asymptotic repon in order to determine the S matrix. However, we choose 
to find the K  matrix, which is readily obtained from the solution of (4.13) in 
real number space. The corresponding boundary condition for the K  matrix 
is
fu o ij)  — " je(sr)Suo -  Kee^neisr) (4.52)
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as r — > oo. The S  matrix is then gven by
S =  ( J  +  iK ){I  -  iK )-^  (4.53)
=  (7 -  A'2 +  2iK ){I + (4.54)
The method of solution refers to that of Lester^ and Lane and Geltman.®® 
Denote the solution as yop(r), where a  and p  are row and column labels 
respectively. Each row o; corresponds to a  particular component of angular 
momentum i  and the p-th column corresponds to the p-th independent solu­
tion with angular momentum
We start the integration of equation (4.13) close to the origin, by putting
Vap{r) =  =  1, - • • , iV, (4.55)
where Bap are the elements of an arbitary but non-singular matrix, so that the 
starting solutions are independent. We choose B  to be the identity matrix in
the calculations. The set of differential equations is then integrated outward
to some region in which the potential is approximately zero. The solutions 
yap found in this way do not match the boundary condition (4.52), due to the 
arbitary choice of the matrix B. However, the desired solutions can be found 
from them. To do this we let
Vapir) =  ^QpSr[7f^(sr) -  (sr) tan (4.56)
and the desired solution be
2^5(r) =  sr[;;^ {sr)6^g -  (sr)], (4.57)
where Aap and tan are constants to be determined and K^g is an element 
of the K  matrix. The solutions y and z are related by
Zag — ^^yapdpg. (4.58)
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So we have
V  ̂ tan Wop] — Saqjt^ Kaq^ta (4.59)
V
Equating the coefficients of , we get
^   ̂■^apdpq — ^aqi (4.60)
P
or
dpq =  {A -% q. (4.61)
Equating the coefficients of , we obtain
JTo, =  J ^ K p  tan Wop](A-: )p„ (4.62)
p
where we have used (4.61).
(B) N um erical M ethods 
We employ deVogelaere’s method (see Appendix A) as recommended by 
Lester.®^ The solution of the equations starts with r  =  0.001, which is a
typical starting point with this type of calculations.®^ The set of equations is
truncated at £ =  5, with m  =  0,1,2. This gives us the largest dimension of 
the matrix as 6 x 6, corresponding to m =  0. The smallest dimension of the 
matrices is 4 x 4; corresponding to m =  2. Inspection of the K  matrices shows 
that this is sufficient.
A difficulty in this calculation is that, owing to the strong anisotropy, we 
have to include all the non-vanishing terms in the summation in (4.16); this is 
very different from the usual electron-molecule scattering problems, in which 
one usually includes the A =  2 term only in (4.16).®® For £ =  5, the maximum 
A used was 10, as dictated by the 3 — j  symbol.
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The K  matrix is found by solving (4.13) N  times, corresponding to each 
of the N  different initial conditions (4.55). In the asymptotic region, solutions 
at two points r i  and determine Aap and ism Wap of (4.56). The K  is then 
calculated with equations (4.61) and (4.62).
A test of the accuracy of the solutions is that the K  matrix has to be 
symmetric, because the S  matrix is unitary and symmetric. This fact has not 
been used in the solution of the equations. All the K  matrices obtained in this 
calculation were found to be symmetric up to at least five decimal places. A 
major problem in obtaining good accuracy is the control of truncation error. 
We have found it necessary to use quadruple precision arithmetic on the IBM 
3090 to attain such accuracy.
The judicious choice of the integration grid is crucial as one has to op­
timize efiiciency and accuracy. The application of the doubling grid^^ in one 
dimension is effective. The first interval we used was 0.001 to 0.002, and we 
used 5000 points uniformly spaced in each interval. The equations were inte­
grated out to the 15-th interval; the end of which (r =  32.768) and r  =  34 
were used to determine Aap and tan Wap of (4.56). We have also tested the 
convergency of the integration by using 6000 points in eadi interval on the 
s =  0.1, singlet K  matrix, almost identical results were obtained.
For the m =  0 case, where we have the 6 x 6  matrices, the cpu time 
was ~  41 minutes for each K  matrix for the singlet state; and ~  78 minutes 
for the triplet state matrix on the IBM 3090. The programs used quadruple 
precision arithmetic and were optimized at level 3.
The programs were also tested by removing the anisotropy; the K  ma­
trix elements reduced to the tangent of the phase shifts. These phase shifts
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were compared with the I  =  0th phase shifts of standard electron-hydrogen 
scattering results and good agreements were obtained.®®
4.4 R esults and Discussions
We have solved the scattering equations (4.13) and computed the K  and 
S  matrices. Because of the large scale of numerical calculations, the matrices 
were computed for both the singlet and triplet states, at incident energies 
of O.OlRy*, 0.09J2y*, 0.25i2t/*, 0.49i2y* and O.Sliîy* only. But these should 
cover the energy range of interest. We will first discuss the singlet state results. 
In this discussion and in the figures, refer to the incident direction of
the wavevector, whereas (0f, (p j )  refer to the direction of the outgoing particle 
velocity.
Figure 9 looks at the differential cross section along the z axis by varying 
the incident angle 0,-. It shows that the longitudinal direction is the favored 
incident direction. When the incident direction is >  70°, the differential cross 
section becomes less dependent on the incident angle. (Outgoing particle 
velocity along z-axis)
In Fig. 10, the incident direction is fixed along the longitudinal axis, 
but now we see that the transverse directions are the most favored outgoing 
directions. This is different from the usual view that the incident direction 
is also the favored outgoing direction. Prom Figs. 9 and 10 we can see that 
on the plane of incidence, the scattering rate is rather uniform close to the 
longitudinal axis, (^/ <  15°). This is also true in the backward direction, but 
the corresponding rates are a little lower. (Fig. 10 tail parts)
Figure 11 chooses the transverse direction (0,- =  90°) as the incident 
direction. In this case the forward direction becomes the most favored direc-
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tion. At an incident energy of 0.01 Ry*, it is interesting that even when the 
outgoing velocity is perpendicular to the incident direction, (6/ = 90°) the 
scattering is still substantial. Note also the weak azimuthal dependence.
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Next we turn to  the triplet results. Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) are plots corre­
sponding to Fig. 9 of the singlet state. Here the longitudinal direction is again 
the favored incident direction. However, the scattering is rather uniform for 
6i > 50'.
Fig. 13 shows that for 6 / < 90®, the rate is greatest for E{ = 0.25Ry*; 
but ÎOT 9 f>  90°, the scattering is dominated at Ei = 0.09Ry*.
Fig. 14 is a plot corresponding to Fig. 11. Unlike the singlet state, here 
we observe much stronger dependence on (pf.
To sum up the features in Figs. 9 to 14, we would say the longitudinal 
direction is the optimal incident direction, but the transverse directions have 
the largest rates. This is probably due to the factor of q~^ in (4.44). We 
also note that the scattering is dominated by the singlet state at low incident 
energies. In the case of singlet, we have near azimuthal symmetry in the 
cross section when the transverse direction is the incident direction. (Fig. 11) 
Thus the m =  1 and m  — 2 terms in (4.28) are relatively unimportant at low 
incident energies. However, this is untrue in the triplet state.
For an unpolarized beam, the cross sections are usually calculated by 
attributing 3/4 to the triplet and 1/4 to the singlet states. We have combined 
the results of Figs. 10 and 13 to give Fig. 15. The integrated cross sections 
in Fig. 16 were smoothed using cubic splines. Fig. 17 is the integrated cross 
section for an unpolarized beam.
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CH APTER 5 
FU TU R E W ORK
5.1 Introduction
The topic of neutral impurity scattering is still a relatively undeveloped 
subject, as we have mentioned in chapter one. Although we have formulated 
the problem in a  realistic way, there are many additional problems which 
should be considered. Below we will discuss only a few.
5.2 The Impurity System  and Its Potential
The simplest extension of the present work would be to consider a differ­
ent system like Ge, which has a dielectric constant of about 15.36, and four 
valleys in the (111) directions. In this case, there are different symmetries in 
the inelastic calculation.
To go further we note that the potentials we used in this work need im­
provement. When one ignores the central cell correction^'* and picks up the 
hydrogen atom potentials there is really not much to distinguish one impurity 
system from the other. To this end one may think of using Chang’s model 
Hamiltonian,^^ éilthough the wavefunctions are expressed in ellipsoidal coor­
dinates. But it seems hard to avoid this complication, as the anisotropy is an 
instrinic problem of these systems.
5.3 Inelastic Scattering
We have calculated the scattering rates for the valley-orbit states. There
58
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are higher states for which the scattering could be calculated. The envelope 
functions of these higher states can be obtained by the reduced matrix element 
technique,^® and symmetrized accordingly.
The Bom approximation is certainly not the best choice in ba.ndb'ng for 
low energy scatterings, and we will mention this again in chapter six. As we 
have emphasized, to get better results one probably needs to calculate the T  
matrix, which is a  formidable task at this time. This is a  long term project.
5.4 Elastic Scattering
A difficulty in the elastic scattering is the choice of the exchange potential. 
It was mentioned that to treat it exactly one has to solve a set of integro- 
differential equations. This is certainly possible but the problem will be the 
actual solution of this system of equations. However, this type of equation 
is rather common in atomic scattering, for which methods of solution can be 
found in the literature. These would have to be adapted to the anisotropic 
band structure.
We have neglected intervalley scattering in the calculation, although it 
does not appear to be a major contribution(§4.1). If one wants to incorporate 
intervalley scattering, the multivalley effective mass equation may be a good 
place to  begin. This equation was first obtained by Twose, as reported by 
Pantelides.^® It takes the form 
6
^ ^ .e i(k .-k ,) .r[ r .(_ -V ) +  v (r)  -  E]Fi(T) =  0, (5.1)
i=l
where a,- are the combination coefficients, depending on symmetry.
The envelope functions F{ can be expanded into a common radial part, 
while the respective spherical harmonics can always be transformed to a com-
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mon coordinate system by rotation of axes. The kinetic energy terms may be 
handled by the reduced matrix elements method. However, the asymptotic 
form of the scattered radial function, which is crucial in the solution, still has 
to be determined.
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CONCLUSIONS
Neutral impurity scattering did not receive much attention in the past 
because it is only significant at very low temperatures. Traditionally, the 
scattering rates were obtained by scaling electron-hydrogen scattering results. 
To gain a better inderstanding one needs to work on a more realistic system.
But the actual systems of interest are by no means ample. The two 
biggest problems one has to deal with are the anisotropy in the band structure 
and the multivalley nature of the semiconductors; (e.g. Si and Ge) and it is 
these two features that characterize the problem.
In this work we have tried to formulate inelastic and elastic scatterings on 
more realistic assumptions. We were able to incorporate both the anisotropy 
and the multivalley nature into the formalism for inelastic scattering. The 
price we paid was the use of simple target wavefunctions and potentials. Also, 
we cannot go further than Bom’s first approximation at the present time. 
The validity of the first Bom approximation is always a m atter of justified 
concem for low energy scattering. However, experience with calculations in 
approximations similar to that employed here for electron excitation of atoms 
in free space shows that the angular dependence is generally fairly reliable, 
except that backward scattering is underestimated; and that the calculated 
integrated cross section is usually too large, by a factor up to 2. Therefore we 
believe that the F i2 excitation cross section is probably correct within a factor
61
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of 2. Since the Fis cross section essentially vanishes in the approximations we 
used, little quantitative information can be reliably inferred; except that it is 
probably significantUy smaller than that for Fig.
In elastic scattering, we can only handle the anisotropy; but have to give 
up the possibility of intervalley scattering. However, as pointed out in §4.1, 
we do not expect this mechanism to play a significant role in the scattering. 
Nonetheless, it would be interesting were it possible for us to include it in 
our formalation. Also, we could have handled exchange in the exact way by 
solving a set of coupled integro-differential equations, but as a  first attempt 
in the solution of the problem we are content with the simpler method.
Among the interesting results for elastic scattering, we find that for a 
specific outgoing direction, incidence along the longitudinal directions of the 
valleys gives the highest rates; but the largest scattering rates are always found 
in the transverse directions for a given incident direction. At low incident 
energies, the singlet state dominates the scattering with our choice of the 
exchange potential; and we find almost azimuthal symmetry in the differential 
cross section when the incident wavevector is along the transverse direction. 
(Fig. 11) This tells that only the m =  0 term is significant at small energies. 
The triplet state has the larger cross section at higher incident energies, but 
azimuthal dependence is much stronger than that in the singlet state.
As compared with previous works, the scattering is no longer axially 
symmetric. The cross sections for both elastic and inelastic scattering now 
depend on incident and outgoing directions. Here we find the idea of favorable 
incident and outgoing directions which maximize the scattering rates. In 
inelastic scattering, we also find symmetry to play an important effect in the
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cancellation of the Fis transition; but whether this property will remain in 
more sophisticated calculations is not clear at this time.
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A PPE N D IX  A 
de VOGELAERE’S METHOD
This is a special method of solution applied to second order differential 
equations without first derivatives; and it is recommended by Lester.®'* The 
advantages of this method are ease of starting the solution and simplicity in 
changing the step size.
For the system of equations
d  y a l ^ x  =■ fa i^ ^ iV p )  Oi, ^  =  1 , 2 , —  ,JNT, ( A l )
the method uses one intermediate point and integrates from Xn to 2n+i by 
cyclic use of the following recurrence relations :
V a , l / 2  =  V a f l  +  +  ^ ( 4 / a ,0 -  / a . - l / z ) ,  ( A 2 )
h?
V a , l  =  y a , 0  +  h y 'a fi +  0 , 1 / 2 ) ,  ( ^ 3 )
and
where
y0,1 — y'a,Q +  g (/a,0 +  ^fa,1/2 +  /o ,l); (-^4)
ya,3 =  yo(x +  sh), (A5)
yo,s = dya{x +  sh)/dx, (^6)
f a , 3  = fQ{x + s k , y i ^ s , y 2 ,3 , - - - , y N , s ) ,  (-A7)
68
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and h is the step size.
To begin the integration, one needs fa ,- i / 2  hi addition to and g, 
which is easily obtained from
yor,-l/2 — Vafi +  2^0,0 +  (.48)
To change the interval, one can replace equation (A2) with
yc,l/ 2  =  Va,0 +  yy^.O +  ^  fa ,0 ~  -I/2J , (^9)
where hi is the previous step size, hg is the new value, and fa ,- i f 2 is the value 
of /a,-1/2 at X = xo — hi/2 .
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COM PUTER PROGRAM S
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C THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS
C OF THE EFFECTIVE MASS EQUATION. IT THEN EVALUATES
C THE DIRECT POTENTIAL AT EACH POINT R. AFO AND BTO







C NEX IS THE NUMBER OF EXPONENTS; NP IS THE NUMBER OF
C TERMS IN THE POLYNOMIAL THAT MULTIPLIES THE


















C PREPARING THE EXPONENTS
C
AF(1)=AF0 












DO 3 JT2=1, NEX 
DO 4 KT2=1, NEX 
ITR=ITR+1
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C ITR IS ROW LABEL
C
ITC=0
DO 5 JT1=1, NEX 
DO 6 KT1=1, NEX 
ITC=ITC+1
C











WRITE(6,15) N, ND, ITR, ITC
C




















DO 25 1=1, ND 
DO 25 J=l, ND
25 CC=CC+EV(I,1)*SS(I,J)*EV(J,1)
CC=DSQRT(CC)
DO 26 1=1, ND
26 EV(I,1)=EV(I,1)/CC
C
C EIGENVECTOR EV(1) NORMALIZED
C
DO 27 1=2, NR
27 R(I)=R(1)+RT*(I-1)




C VD CALCULATES THE DIRECT POTENTIAL V AT R
C
DO 28 1=1, NR 




24 F0RMATC2X,’AFO = ’,D8.2,’ BTO = ’,D8.2,’ BF = ’,D8.2,I8) 
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PK(A2,A1)
C








DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION 0V(A2,A1)
C








DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ATTR(A2,A1,B2,B1)
C

























C CALCULATES H AND S
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)















COMMON GAMMA, PI 
N=0
DO 1 1=1, NEX 





C CV ARE THE EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS OF THE WAVEFUNCTION
C
DO 2 M=l, NR
C
C M LOOP IS FOR THE POTENTIAL AT EACH FIELD POINT
C
V(M)=O.DO 
DO 3 N=l, NP
C






DO 4 1=1, NEX 
DO 5 J=l, NEX 
DO 6 K=l, NEX 
DO 7 L=l, NEX






















C EVALUATES DIFF. CROSS SECTIONS FOR TRANSITIONS
C FROM THE GROUND STATE A1 TO EXCITED STATES E AND
C Tl, USING THE FIRST BORN APPROXIMATION. THE
C DIRECTIONS ARE THOSE OF THE INCIDENT WAVEVECTOR
C AND OUTGOING VELOCITY
C FUNCTION MKKP EVALUATES THE TRANSITION MATRIX
C M(K,K’); Q1=K, Q2=K'; VI (V2): INDEX OF THE VALLEY
C ASSOCIATED WITH Q1 (Q2).



































DO 10 1=1,NDl 
DO 10 J=1,ND1 
K=K+1





































C IPT(KV) IS THE VARIABLE THAT CHANGES IN THE DO LOOP
C

















































IF (IND.EQ.l) GO TO 1001 
DO 1 MQ=1, 2
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C










C FAC IS THE FACTOR FROM EXPANDING THE DELTA
















C DSIGMA=DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION
C
1 CONTINUE









c EVALUATES TRANSITION MATRIX M(K,K')
C
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION MKKP(NS)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
PARAMETER (ND1=5,ND2=ND1*ND1)

















































C PREPARING THE EXPONENTS













C CALCULATES MATRIX ELEMENTS
C
ITR=0
DO 3 JT2=1, NEX 
DO 4 KT2=1, NEX 
ITR=ITR+1
C
C ITR IS ROW LABEL
C
ITC=0
DO 5 JT1=1, NEX 
DO 6 KT1=1, NEX 
ITC=ITC+1
C











C WRITE(6,15) ND, ITR, ITC 
C
C DIAGONALIZE THE HAMILTONIAN
C
CALL DGVCSP(ND,H,ND,S,ND,E,EV,ND)
C WRITE(6,14) (E(I),I=1, ND)
CC—0.DO
DO 100 1=1, ND
DO 100 J=l, ND
100 CC=CC+EV(I,1)*S(I,J)*EVCJ,1)
CC=DSQRT(CC)
DO 101 1=1, ND
101 EVC(I)=EV(I,1)/CC 
C WRITE(6,28) CC
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C





24 F0RMATC2X,’AFO = ’,D8.2,’ BTO = ’,D8.2,’ BF = ’,D8.2,I8) 
28 F0RMAT(2X,D12.5,4X,D12.5)
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PK(A2,A1)
C








DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION 0V(A2,A1)
C








DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ATTR(A2,A1,B2,B1)
C


















ATTR=C*(DLOG( 1. DO+ABl) -DLOG( 1.DO-ABl) ) /DSQRT(AS*AB) 
RETURN





C CALCULATES H AND S
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)














C P,Q,R ARE DIRECTION COSINES. MAG RETURNS THE MAGNITUDES
C OF THE WAVEVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO (INPUT) ENERGY E



























IF (Z.GT.O.DO) THEN 
IF (Z.GE.DABS(X).AND.Z.GE.DABS(Y)) THEN





ELSE IF (Z.LT.O.DO) THEN 





IF (X.GT.O.DO) THEN 




ELSE IF (X.LT.O.DO) THEN 




















C EVALUATES INTEGRATED CROSS SECTIONS FOR TRANSITIONS
C FROM THE GROUND STATE Al TO EXCITED STATES E AND
C Tl, USING THE FIRST BORN APPROXIMATION.
C FUNCTION MKKP EVALUATES THE TRANSITION MATRIX
C M(K,K'); Q1=K, Q2=K'; VI (V2) INDEX OF THE VALLEY .
C ASSOCIATED WITH Q1 (Q2).


































C DECI)=ENERGIES OF STATES Al, E AND Tl REFERING TO Al:
C






C DISTANCE BETWEEN EACH VALLEY MINIMUM AND THE






































DO 1 IE=1, NE 
SIGMA=0.D0
C
C FOR EACH INCIDENT ENERGY
C
EGY=EO+STEP*(IE-1.DO)





DO 2 JD=1, NP
C












C CALCULATE INCIDENT FLUX
C
FLUXI=2.D0*DSQRT(FX2+FY2+FZ2)
DO 3 KD=1, NP
C














C SIGMA=TOTAL CROSS SECTION INTEGRATED OVER






C AVERAGE SIGMA OVER INITIAL DIRECTIONS
C
WRITE(6,*) EGY, SIGMA 
1 CONTINUE
END
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C
C EVALUATES TRANSITION MATRIX M(K,K')
C









































C NEX IS THE NUMBER OF EXPONENTS
C
DIMENSION AF(NEX),BT(NEX),E(ND),EVC(ND)
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DIMENSION EV(ND,ND),H(ND,ND),S(ND,ND)


















C CALCULATES MATRIX ELEMENTS
C
ITR=0
DO 3 JT2=1, NEX 
DO 4 KT2=1, NEX 
ITR=ITR+1
C
C ITR IS ROW LABEL
C
ITC=0
DO 5 JT1=1, NEX 
DO 6 KT1=1, NEX 
ITC=ITC+1
C











C WRITE(6,15) ND, ITR, ITC
C
C DIAG0NALI2E THE HAMILTONIAN
C
CALL DGVCSP(ND,H,ND,S,ND,E,EV,ND)
C WRITE(6,14) (E(I),I=1, ND)
CC=O.DO
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DO 100 1=1, ND 
DO 100 J=l, ND
100 CC=CC+EV(I,1)*S(I,J)*EV(J,1)
CC=DSQRT(CC)









24 F0RMAT(2X,’AF0 = ’,D8.2,' BTO = ’,D8.2,' BF = ',D8.2,I8) 
28 F0RMAT(2X,D12.5,4X,D12.5)
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PK(A2,A1)
C








DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION 0V(A2,A1)
C








DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ATTR(A2,A1,B2,B1)
C

























C CALCULATES H AND S
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)














C P,Q,R ARE DIRECTION COSINES. MAG RETURNS THE MAGNITUDES
C OF THE WAVEVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO (INPUT) ENERGY E
















C RETURNS WEIGHTS AND ROOTS FOR THE MCLAREN QUADRATURE 
C REF. STROUD, A. APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OF MULTIPLE INTEGRALS 























DO 1 1=1, 2 






DO 2 1=1, 2 






DO 3 1=1, 2 







































































WRITEC6,*) ' THIS QÜARD ROUTINE GIVES # OF POINTS = ’










C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE K MATRIX BY SOLVING
C A SET OF COUPLED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.























C RS IS STARTING POINT, ITV IS THE # OF













C MEQ IS THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
C
DO 11 1=1, MEQ 
11 C(I,I)=1.Q0
C









C SET INITIAL CONDITIONS BELOW
C
XB=RS
DO 1 K=l, MEQ 





C FOR EACH INITIAL CONDITION (GIVEN AS A VECTOR
C OF LENGTH MEQ), Y IS THE VECTOR OF DEPENDENT
C VARIABLES, YP IS THE CORRESPONDING VECTOR OF
C THE DERIVATIVES
C






C CALCULATE THE POTENTIALS ONCE AND FOR ALL
C
CALL V0GE1(X1,X2,H,KK)








DO 201 K=l, MEQ 



































C FIT THE SOLUTIONS TO GET AMPLITUDE A AND TAN W
C









C OBTAINED A AND TAN W FOR AN INITIAL CONDITION.
C
C FINISHED SOLVING THE SET OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
C FOR AN INITIAL CONDITION, REPEATIG UNTIL ALL MEQ
C INITIAL CONDITIONS AS DEFINED IN LOOP 1 ARE USED
C
DO 7 J=l, MEQ 
DO 7 1=1, MEQ
7 TW(I,J)=A(I,J)*TW(I,J)
CALL GMISCMEQ,A,AI,Y,DET,ML)
DO 8 1=1, MEQ
DO 8 J=l, MEQ 
RK(J,I)=O.QO 
DO 8 K=l, MEQ
8 RK(J,I)=RK(J,I)+A(K,I)*TW(J,K)
C
C PRINT K MATRIX
C




10 F0RMATC2X,’ S = %D15.7)

































DO 2 K=l, KS 





































































































DO 2 L=M, LMAX
C
C FOR EACH RADIAL EQUATION L, 10 LABELS THE







DO 3 J=JS, LMAX, 2
C
C SUM OVER THE PRODUCTS OF MATRIX ELEMENTS AND
C RADIAL FUNCTIONS FOR CHANNEL IO(L); I BELOW





DO 4 K=0, KF, 2
KL=K/2+l
C
C SUM OVER THE COMPONENTS OF THE ANISOTROPIC







C OBTAIN EACH DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BELOW; SUM












C CALCULATES THE ANGULAR PART OF THE INTEGRAL
C WHICH IS USED TO FIND THE L-TH RADIAL COMPONENT







DO 1 1=1, N
1 P(0,I)=1.Q0 
DO 2 1=1, N 
P(1,I)=X(I)




C ADD THE INTEGRATION WEIGHTS AND OTHER FACTORS
C
DO 3 1=1, N 





C RETURNS WEIGHT AND ROOT FOR GAUSS-LEGENDRE QUADRATURE 








































DO 100 LP=M, LMAX
II(8)=LP+M3
II(9)=LP-M3
DO 100 L=M, LP
II(4)=L+M1
II(5)=L-M1












C THE SECTION BETWEEN THE DOTTED LINES IS THE
C CALCULATION OF A GENERAL 3-J SYMBOL













DO 101 1=1, 10 
101 Q(I)=1.Q0
C
C CALCULATION OF FACTORIALS
C
DO 1 J=l, 10 




C SUM OVER K ,USING Q17=O.QO
C
Q17=0.Q0 








C CALCULATION OF FACTORIALS
C
DO 11 1=2, K
II Q11=Q11*I 
IK1=II(1)-K 
DO 12 1=2, IKl
12 Q12=Q12*I 
IK5=II(5)-K 
DO 13 1=2, IK5
13 Q13=Q13*I 
IK6=II(6)-K 
DO 14 1=2, IK6
14 Q14=Q14*I 
IK7=I11+K
DO 15 1=2, IK7
15 Q15=Q15*I 
IK8=I12+K
DO 16 1=2, IK8
16 Q16=Q16*I
















C CALCULATION OF THE SPECIAL 3-J SYMBOL
















DO 17 1=2, II
17 Q11=Q11*I 
Q11=QSQRT(Q11)
DO 18 1=2, 12
18 Q12=Q12*I 
Q12=QSQRT(Q12)
DO 19 1=2, 13
19 Q13=Q13*I 
Q13=QSQRT(Q13)
DO 20 1=2, 14
20 Q14=Q14*I
DO 21 1=2, 15
21 Q15=Q15*I
DO 22 1=2, 16
22 Q16=Q16*I
DO 23 1=2, 11(10)
QR=QSQRT(1.Q0*I)
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23 Q(1)=Q(1)*QR 


























C CALCULATES SPHERICAL BESSEL




DO 2 I=MAX, 2, -1
2 F(I-2)=(2.Q0*I-1)/R*F(I-1)-F(I)
R1=R1/F(0)
DO 3 L=3, LMAX
3 SJ(L)=F(L)*R1 
ENDIF






C L IS ACTUAL DIMENSION OF MATRIX,
C LMAX IS MAXIMUM DIMENSION. INVERTS AN









DO 5 N=1,L 










DO 51 N=1,L 
51 DET=DET*C(N,N)
DO 6 N=1,L 
DO 6 M=1,L
6 B(N,M)=0.0 




DO 9 M=1,L 
Q=D(M)



























































C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE DIFFERENTIAL





C0MPLEX*32 S(0 :LMAX,0:2,NEGY),STCML,ML),CP 
CHARACTER*3 CHA







DO 12 1=1, NEGY 
12 SS(I)=SEGY(I)
DO 1 M=0, 2 
MEQ=LMAX-M+1 
DO 1 IE=1, 5 
DO 11 1=1, MEQ 
11 READ(l) (RK(I,J),J=1,MEQ)
DO 2 K=l, MEQ 
DO 2 J=l, MEQ 
RK2(J,K)=0.Q0 
DO 2 L=l, MEQ
2 RK2(J,K)=RK2(J,K)+RK(J,L)*RK(L,K)
DO 3 J=l, MEQ
DO 3 K=l, MEQ
3 RK3(K,J)=-RK2(K,J)
DO 4 J=l, MEQ
4 RK3(J,J)=1+RK3(J,J)
DO 5 J=l, MEQ
5 RK2(J,J)=RK2(J,J)+1
CALL GMIS(MEQ,RK2,RD,DY,DET,ML)
DO 6 J=l, MEQ 
DO 6 1=1, MEQ 
ST(I,J)=O.QO 
DO 6 K=l, MEQ
6 ST(I,J)=STCI,J)+(RK3(I,K)+2*CP*RK(I,K))*RK2(K,J)
DO 7 1=1, MEQ
7 ST(I,I)=ST(I,I)-1
C
C ST IS TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR THE S MATRIX - I
C WHERE I IS THE IDENTITY MATRIX
C
DO 8 1=1, MEQ 
L=M+I-1
S(L,M,IE)=O.QO
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C FINISHED THE SUM OVER THE ROW INDEX OF
C I**LO*(S(L,LO)-DELTACL,LO))- S IS THE S
C MATRIX AT A GIVEN M AND GIVEN INCIDENT
C ENERGY. BUT NOW THE SUM(DEPENDENT ON L
C AND M) IS STORED IN S
C













ELSEIFC CHA.EQ.'EGY') THEN 
KT=5
ENDIF
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C THE INCIDENT ANGLES THETAI AND PHII DEFINES
C THE DIRECTION OF THE WAVEVECTOR, WHERE THE
C VALLEY MINIMUM IS THE ORIGIN OF THE COORDINATE















C THF AND PHF NOW REFER TO THE ANGLES OF R PRIME
C
SUM=(O.QO,O.QO)
DO 1 M=l, 2 







































































C L IS ACTUAL DIMENSION OF MATRIX,
C LMAX IS MAXIMUM DIMENSION, INVERTS A!J
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DO 1 N=1,L 
DO 1 M=1,L
1 C(N,M)=0.0 
DO 5 N=1,L 










DO 51 N=1,L 
51 DET=DET*C(N,N)




.DO 7 M=1,L 
-7 D(M)=0.0 
D(N)=1.0 
DO 9 M=1,L 
Q=D(M)


















C PROGRAM CALCULATES THE INTEGRATED CROSS







C0MPLEX*32 S(0 :LMAX,0:2,NEGY),ST(ML,ML),CP 









DO 1 M=0, 2 
MEQ=LMAX-M+1 
DO 1 IE=1, NEGY 
DO 11 1=1, MEQ 
11 READ(l) (RK(I,J),J=1,MEQ)
DO 2 K=l, MEQ 
DO 2 J=l, MEQ 
RK2(J,K)=0.Q0 
DO 2 L=l, MEQ
2 RK2(J,K)=RK2(J,K)+RK(J,L)*RK(L,K)
DO 3 J=l, MEQ
DO 3 K=l, MEQ
3 RK3(K,J)=-RK2(K,J)
DO 4 J=l, MEQ
4 RK3(J,J)=1+RK3(J,J)
DO 5 J=l, MEQ
5 RK2CJ,J)=RK2(J,J)+1
CALL GMIS(MEQ,RK2,RD,DY,DET,ML)
DO 6 J=l, MEQ 
DO 6 1=1, MEQ 
ST(I,J)=O.QO 
DO 6 K=l, MEQ
6 ST(I,J)=ST(I,J)+(RK3(I,K)+2*CP*RK(I,K))*RK2(K,J)
DO 7 1=1, MEQ
7 ST(I,I)=ST(I,I)-1
C
C ST IS TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR THE S MATRIX - I
C WHERE I IS THE IDENTITY MATRIX
C
DO 8 1=1, MEQ 
L=M+I-1
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S(L,I1,IE)=0.Q0 





C FINISHED THE SUM OVER THE ROW INDEX OF
C I**(LO-L)*(S(L,LO)-DELTA(L,LO)). S IS THE S
C MATRIX AT A GIVEN M AND GIVEN INCIDENT
C ENERGY. BUT NOW THE SUM(DEPENDENT ON L
C AND M) IS STORED IN S
C
C BELOW WE CALCULATE THE INTEGRATED CROSS SECTION
C
CALL GAULEG 
DO 10 IE=1, NEGY 
TXS(IE)=O.QO 
DO 10 M=0, 2 
DO 10 L=M, LMAX 
INT(L,M)=O.QO 
















DO 17 1=1, NEGY 
S2=SS(I)*SS(I)
TXSCI)=PI*GAMMA*QSQRT(GAMMA)*TXS(I)/S2/4




C RETURNS WEIGHT AND ROOT FOR GAUSS-LEGENDRE QUADRATURE 
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IMPLICIT REAL*16(A-H,0-Z)






















C L IS ACTUAL DIMENSION OF MATRIX,
C LMAX IS MAXIMUM DIMENSION. INVERTS AN




DO 1 N=1,L 
DO 1 M=1,L
1 C(N,M)=0.0 
DO 5 N=1,L 










DO 51 N=1,L 
51 DET=DET*C(N,N)
DO 6 N=1,L 
DO 6 M=1,L
6 B(N,M)=0.0 
DO 11 N=1,L 
DO 7 M=1,L
7 D(M)=0.0
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D(N)=1.0 
DO 9 M=1,L 
Q=D(M)
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